mobile devices (e.g., Apple's iPhone, and Samsung's tablet) and the emerging of various social networking services (e.g., Renren and Weixin). In MSNets, geographically-nearby users can directly share information by WiFi/ Bluetooth connections, i.e., proximity-based communication, instead of occupying cellular connections. In general, proximity-based communication between neighboring users often occurs in an epidemic-like manner [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
I. INTRODUCTION
In the modern world, information diffusion through mobile social networks (MSNets) is ubiquitous due to the proliferation of smart
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Dong Wenxiang 1 ticipation, and reflects the basic social rule of information dissemination, i.e., informed users who have possessed the information can only successfully deliver it to their neighbors with specific probabilities [10, 11] . We model the underlying network using a local mobility model similar to those in [15, 16] , that composes a time-varying MSNet. Suppose that the information diffusion over an MSNet through proximity-based communication follows the GSC model, how to choose only seed users so as to maximize the amount of traffic load reduced from cellular networks, i.e., minimize the cellular traffic load? Hereafter, this problem is called traffic offloading maximization (TOM) problem, and it is NP-hard [17] so that sub-optimal solutions with performance guarantee should be exploited, because polynomial-time optimal algorithms are currently not discovered for the class of NP-hard problems.
Our contributions
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to employ a theoretical framework for the issue of epidemic-like proximity-based traffic offloading, and our main contributions are as follows. 1) We introduce a GSC model to model the proximity-based information diffusion process over MSNets, which captures the epidemic-like nature of proximity-based communication and characterizes users' social participation as well. 2) For static networks as a special-case study, we establish an equivalent view of the information diffusion process with virtual coupon collectors by extending the method in [5] and recognize the property of submodularity in information diffusion. 3) For mobile networks, we establish a temporal mapping of the information diffusion process with virtual coupon collectors by leveraging the concept of temporal network in [18] and recognize the property of submodularity in information diffusion as well. 4) Based on the submodularity of the information diffusion, we propose a greedy algorithm for the TOM problem, which yields and speech materials. Therefore, content service providers (CSPs) can distribute the information to a handful of selected users, which are called seed users, and the subsequent information diffusion process unfolds in a cascading fashion. Proximity-based communication supports the information cascading process through users' social participation: seed users propagate the information to geographically-nearby users, and non-seed users also disseminate the information after obtaining the information. In the pioneering work [10] , the authors have studied the problem of choosing the seed users to maximize the mobile traffic offloaded from cellular networks, where the knowledge of user contacts was extracted from real-world traces and the information diffusion was modeled by extending a widely-used independent cascade (IC) model [11] . In particular, the authors proved submodularity in the information diffusion for their trace-driven model and proposed a greedy algorithm based on ideal prediction of user contacts or history knowledge of user contacts to choose the seed users. Several other schemes have also been proposed for this opportunistic offloading problem [12] [13] [14] , using trace-driven models as well. However, there is a lack of theoretical framework to better understand, further investigate, and promisingly boost proximity-based traffic offloading, especially when the impact of user mobility is considered. This can be a complement to those trace-driven studies.
In this paper, we investigate the issue of choosing the seed users for proximity-based traffic offloading and develop a theoretical framework for this issue. We model the information diffusion process using a gossip-style social cascade (GSC) model, which extends both the gossip spreading (GS) model and the IC model and unifies them together. The GS model captures the epidemic-like nature of the information dissemination between users in geographic proximity, and is used in many of the next generation networks [4, 5] , such as social networks, sensor networks, peer-to-peer networks, and ad-hoc networks. The IC model characterizes users' social par- imity-based user collaborations has been proposed to reduce cellular traffic load [10] , in which trace-driven study was conducted. Besides, several other schemes based on trace-driven study have also been proposed to opportunistically offload cellular traffic, such as VIP delegation [12] , utilization of community knowledge [13] , and consideration of energy consumption [14] .
Mobile social network, information diffusion, and proximity-based communication
MSNets are the marriage of social networks and wireless technologies [22] , and users tend to run social networking services (e.g., Renren and Weixin) mainly on mobile smart devices. Some systems have been developed by combing social networks with mobile smartphones, such as "PeopleNet" [23] for mimicking the way of people socially seeking information. Some applications have been implemented on mobile smartphones, such as "Micro-Blog" [24] to enable sharing and querying content through users' social participation. Besides, some schemes have also been proposed for MSNets, such as context management in mobile computing to embrace social networking [25] .
Information diffusion via social networks is ubiquitous nowadays [11, 22] , whose epidemic-like behaviors are modeled, studied and understood with several major classes of spreading models. Traditionally, the susceptible-infective-recovered (SIR) and susceptible-infective-susceptible (SIS) models are used to model the spreading of infectious diseases [1, 2] . The IC and linear threshold (LT) models are used to model the spreading of social influence among individuals [11] . Besides, the GS model is used to model the spreading of information in many of the next generation networks [4, 5] , such as social networks, sensor networks, peer-to-peer networks, and adhoc networks.
Users in geographic proximity can directly share information by leveraging WiFi/Bluetooth connections, instead of occupying cellua solution within about 63% of the optimal value for both static and mobile networks. 5) We implement extensive experimental studies of our approach for the TOM problem, which demonstrates that the greedy algorithm significantly outperforms both the heuristic and random algorithms. The greedy algorithm can offload cellular traffic by over 60% in static networks with a small number of seed users, and more traffic can be offloaded in mobile networks. Our work differs from previous works in several aspects. We employ a theoretical framework to investigate proximity-based traffic offloading, while the trace-driven studies like [10, 13] are limited by difficulties to collect data traces, insufficiency of data traces, protection of user privacy, etc. We leverage generalized coupon collecting process in probability theory [19] to prove the submodularity in the information diffusion, while the arguments on the submodularity in [10, 11] only use coin flipping process. We propose a greedy algorithm for the TOM problem based on the prediction of user mobility using the local mobility model, while the greedy algorithm proposed in [10] relies on ideal mobility prediction or history knowledge of user mobility. We illustrate that mobility increases traffic offloading, while the impact of mobility is not highlighted in previous works.
Related works

Traffic offloading
Femtocells and WiFi networks are the primary avenues to offload mobile traffic from cellular networks. Femto offloading alleviates the cellular burden by using an alternative access network, but it contends for licensed spectrum with cellular networks [20] . WiFi offloading that uses unlicensed spectrum and has the built-in capability on most mobile devices is a natural solution to handle the mobile traffic surge [21] . However, traffic offloading through femtocells and WiFi networks is limited by the network deployment and Internet accessibility.
Opportunistic In particular, we are interested in the situation where CSPs select a handful of specific users (i.e., seed users) as information sources and these seed users help further spread the information to others via proximity-based delivery. This is a typical situation of information diffusion in an MSNet fed by CSPs; e.g., see Figure 1 . The information diffusion is modeled by a gossip-style social cascade lar connections. There have been many studies on proximity-based communication, such as adopting proximity detection for the "nearby friend alert" service [26] , and developing a mobile distributed communication system "E-SmallTalker" to support social networking via physical proximity [27] .
Submodularity
Submodularity, a mathematical tool developed in [28] , is widely used in tackling a class of non-convex combinatorial optimization problems, such as maximum facility location [29] and social influence maximization [11] . Recently, submodularity has also been applied in cellular networks, such as user-base station association and resource allocation [30, 31] .
Organizations
Section II describes the information diffusion process over MSNets and states the TOM problem. We establish theoretical results on the submodularity of the information diffusion in Section III. We present algorithms to choose seed users for traffic offloading in Section IV. We carry out simulation experiments to study the offloading performance of our approach in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. INFORMATION DIFFUSION OVER MSNETS AND TOM PROBLEM
In this section, we describe the information diffusion process over mobile social networks and state the traffic offloading maximization problem.
Proximity-based communication
In general, a time-varying undirected mobile social network (MSNet) at time consists of a set of nodes (i.e., users) and a set of undirected edges . There are users in , and changes over time. If any pair of users in geographic proximity encounter each other at time , they can directly communicate with each other and we say . Each user is spoken of being if is uninformed, it decides whether or not to receive the information from with probability ; and characterizes 's social participation in a similar way like the parameter . If and succeed to establish a proximal connection, the wireless transmission between them succeeds with probability . Therefore, can only successfully deliver its possessed information to each selected partner with probability , independent of all the other users.
Mobility model
For MSNets, it is key to use mobility models to model the time-varying network. Before the description of mobile networks, we introduce the special case of static networks. In fact, there are many scenarios where users may compose a static network; e.g., people watch a movie, or fans go to a concert, or audiences listen to a speech, etc.
We generate the static network using a random geometric graph [34] , which is defined on a square. In , there are users uniformly distributed in the square, and each of them is assigned with a coordinate . Given a connectivity radius , for any pair of users , we have an undirected edge if and only if ,
where is the Euclidean distance between and . This network can be used as the initial mobile network at round . We use a local mobility model for the time-varying MSNet, where each user moves to a nearby place at each successive round. At round , the initial mobile network is . At each round , in the time-varying network the location of each user is . At round , the location of is independently distributed according to a specific distribution similar to [15, 16] . In particular, for the local mobility model, we have (GSC) model, that extends the GS model [4, 5] and the IC model [11] and unifies them. The GS model captures the epidemic-nature of the information diffusion between geographically-nearby users, and the IC model characterizes users' social participation indicating that informed users can only succeed in sending the information to their neighbors with certain probabilities. The issues of protocol overheads and incentives are ignored, and it is assumed that all informed users are willing to share information with others.
Formally, the information diffusion process over an MSNet following the GSC model unfolds as follows. Initially at round , seed users become informed. At each round , each informed user decides whether or not to share its possessed information to its neighbors with probability ; and characterizes 's social participation since may not be free currently, or its smart device may not work (e.g., powering-off of device or shutting-down Bluetooth/WiFi) currently, or its device does not discover nearby users', etc. If has decided to share this information, it chooses distinct users uniformly and independently at random from its neighbor set as communication partners subject to , and tries to send its possessed information to these selected partners. For each selected partner , 
III. PROXIMITY-BASED OFFLOADING: THEORY
The TOM problem belongs to the field of stochastic optimization and the information diffusion process over MSNets is dynamic, and thus it is hard to directly analyze this problem. In this section, we establish an equivalent view and a temporal mapping of the diffusion process for static and mobile networks, respectively, leveraging virtual coupon collectors [5, 19] . This treatment provides a tractable way to argue the submodularity in the information diffusion, and leads to a sub-optimal greedy algorithm.
Static networks: submodularity in information diffusion
For static case, we establish an equivalent view of the information diffusion process to argue the submodularity in the information diffusion. Before the analysis, we introduce some preliminaries.
Preliminaries
For the underlying network , consider a weighted directed graph , where is the set of weights on the edges in . Given a user set and a user , we say is reachable if either or there exists a path from a user in to on , otherwise it is unreachable. The distance from to a reachable user on is ,
where is the length of the shortest path from to and is measured by the sum of edge weights along this path, and . For an unreachable user , let . Therefore, the shortest path from to a reachable user is given by the shortest path from to subject to and . In a live diffusion path ˂P uv :v 1 =u,v 2 ,...,v M =v˃ on , becomes informed initially, succeeds in informing for each and the considered user is finally informed.
(2) where is the mobility radius, specifying the rectangular region in which can move. If , is degraded to the static-case network.
Problem formulation
Consider the sample space , which contains all possible realizations of the information diffusion process. In , each sample specifies one possible realization and denotes the probability that occurs. We are interested in the case where the diffusion process runs till a delay-tolerant deadline. Given a seed set of users and a delay-tolerant deadline , the number of informed users by the deadline under one sample is . So the expected number of informed users is
The number of informed users can be translated to the decrease of cellular traffic load, and thus the amount of traffic load reduced from cellular networks by under is . Therefore, the expected amount of traffic load reduced from cellular networks is
. (4)
Our goal is to maximize the reduced traffic load through proximity-based communication, i.e., minimizing the cellular traffic load. Given the size of a seed set and a delay-tolerant deadline , we want to choose the seed users in so that is maximized. It is called traffic offloading maximization (TOM) problem, and is formally given by . (5) From the analysis in [5, 11] , this TOM problem should be NP-hard, and polynomial-time optimal algorithms are currently not discovered and probably cannot be found for the class of NP-hard problems [17] . Therefore, we should exploit sub-optimal solutions with performance guarantee, i.e., is within a information. Given the delay-tolerant deadline , for each user , we independently run till the deadline is reached, and record the time stamp for each collected coupon when collects it for the first time. Therefore, the time stamp for a neighbor who has been pushed to by can be written as:
. (7) After all processes are completed, a graph is thus constructed (e.g., see Figure 2 ), where the set of edge weights is . (8) Leveraging the constructed graph as above, we have the following Proposition 1; and its proof is conducted by extending the technique in [5] . Note that the informed time of a reachable user is the first time when it becomes informed, and the informed times of all reachable users are the key to quantify in (3) and in (4). Proposition 1. Given an undirected network , an arbitrary seed set of users and a delay-tolerant deadline , the expectation of the informed time of each reachable user is equal to the expectation of the shortest path length (i.e., distance) from to the considered user on , and the expected number of informed users by is equal to the expected number of reachable users with distances from no larger than on .
Proof. For each user , consider its . From the memoryless property of the information diffusion process, it clearly does not matter whether the is started up at the moment when becomes informed, or at the very beginning of the diffusion process. Going forward with this argument, we can thus let, for each user , the be run at the very beginning and independently of all the other users' coupon collecting processes.
With all processes run till the deadline is reached, their results are then recorded and can be later used for revealing
An equivalent view
In the following, we establish an equivalent view of the diffusion process by extending the method in [5] .
are assumed to be constant values for all , respectively, at all rounds . This assumption can be lifted by leveraging the more complicated temporal-network approach in Section 3.2.
Consider the round when a user has just become informed in the information diffusion process, and it attempts to push its possessed information to distinct neighbors in each of the following rounds. We note that the pushing process from to its neighbors is exactly a generalized coupon collecting process [19] , and term it . In , has different coupons to collect: 1) at each round, decides whether or not to collect coupons with probability ; 2) if has decided to do so, distinct coupons are selected uniformly and independently at random from all coupons; 3) for a certain selected coupon , it is successful to be collected by with probability . In , let denote the set of collected coupons at round ( ); and if no coupon is collected. The event that a certain coupon is collected at round means that the neighbor is informed by at rounds later since becomes informed. Note that in the above described pushing process we do not care whether a selected neighbor has already possessed the 
and a delay-tolerant deadline , is submodular. Proof. Recall Proposition 1 and consider the sample space , where each sample specifies one possible realization of . Conditioned upon , define as the number of informed users within rounds when is the seed set. Let denote the set of users that can be reached from a user on with the shortest path length no larger than . Hence is simply the cardinality of the union . We now prove that is submodular for each sample , following a similar way as that in [5, 11] . For any pair of subsets and any user , consider the quantity , which is the number of elements in that are not already in ; clearly this quantity is at least as large as the number of elements in that are not already in . That is, , (11) and thus is submodular from (9) . To complete the proof, we have .
Since a non-negative linear combination of submodular functions is still submodular [28] , is submodular. We invoke the following result from [28] . Note that the greedy algorithm, to be presented in Algorithm 1 in Section 4.1, yields a solution to the TOM problem by choosing each new element with the largest marginal increase in till is filled in with seed users. Lemma 3.
[28] For a non-negative monotone submodular function , let be the solution of the greedy algorithm and be the optimal solution, then . Since is non-negative monotone submodular, the greedy algorithm yields a sub-optimal solution for maximizing subject to . Note that this -factor is the best reported one for the class of submodular maximization problems and the infeasibility to improve it is argued in [35] . Therefore, Thethe time stamps of the events that successfully informs its neighbors for the first time within rounds after becoming informed. Therefore, is constructed and contains all the information about the diffusion process within rounds.
Specially, given an arbitrary seed set of users, the informed time for each reachable user when it becomes informed for the first time is equal to the length of the shortest path from to on , and thus their expectations are also equal by taking expectations over all possible realizations of the diffusion process within rounds. Furthermore, the number of informed users by is also equal to the number of reachable users with distances from no larger than on , and thus their expectations are equal as well.
Remark 1: For any sample of the diffusion process, each of the resulting live diffusion paths from to all the other reachable users on is equal to the shortest path from to the considered user on .
Submodularity in information diffusion
The following arguments guarantee that a greedy algorithm yields a solution within about 63% of the static-case optimal value for the TOM problem. Given a finite ground set of elements and an arbitrary function , which maps subsets of to real numbers. Formally, is called submodular function if satisfying , (9) for all subsets and all elements [28] . Besides, is called monotone function if satisfying ,
for all subsets and all elements . The quantity is called the marginal increase by adding a new element into a given subset .
Leveraging the equivalent view established as above, we have the following Theorem 2; and its proof is conducted by extending the technique in [5] . Note that defined in (3) is called information diffusion function. Theorem 2. Given an undirected network information when these two users contact each other and share data. Note that the edge weights (i.e., the contact times of interactive users) are absolute times since the start time of the underlying system. Taking Figure 3 for example, there are three weights on the edge from to , indicating that sends data to at rounds . A key point is that the consequences of time sequences of users' contacts are considered [18] ; e.g., in Figure 3 , cannot seed data to even though there are interactions between and and so between and , since the contacts of and precede those of and .
For the information diffusion over a time-varying mobile network , consider a directed temporal graph , where is the set of weights on the edges in indicating the contact times of all pairs of interactive users. Due to the consequences of time sequences, a time-respecting path from to is given by , (14) where the weight is one time when sends data to , and the weights of successive edges must be strictly increasing, i . e . , f o r a l l . Ta k i n g F i g u r e 3 f o r e x a m p l e , , , , forms a time-respecting path from to . Let be the informed time of , i.e., the first time at which becomes informed; then for defined in (14) , its length is ,
and let . In particular, the shortest time-respecting path from to is given by , (16) and its length is .
Given a user set and a user , we say is reachable if either or there exists a time-respecting path from one user in to on , otherwise it is unreachable. The distance from to a reachable user on is orem 4 is established from the relationship of . Theorem 4. Given an undirected network and a delay-tolerant deadline , let be the solution of the greedy algorithm and be the optimal solution, then . Remark 2: In practice, the greedy algorithm yields a solution much better than the worstcase lower bound [36] , i.e., is much larger than . Furthermore, a small fraction of seed users usually give rise to a large information diffusion [11] , i.e., is much larger than . These two points can also obtain evidences from the experimental studies in Section 5. Therefore, we have obtained a sub-optimal solution to the TOM problem for static networks, i.e., .
Mobile networks: submodularity in information diffusion
For mobile case, we establish a temporal mapping of the information diffusion process to argue the submodularity in the information diffusion. Before the analysis, we introduce some preliminaries.
Preliminaries
A temporal network embodies the information of when events occur in the dynamic system [18] . In particular, for the information diffusion over MSNets, the edge between any pair of interactive users is endowed with the time Note that the informed time of a reachable user is the first time when it becomes informed. In addition, the above-assumed pushing process of a user since round is not effective before ' informed time , i.e., the attempts of to push information to its neighbors do not occur in the actual information diffusion process until . Proposition 5. Given an initial time-varying undirected network at round , an arbitrary seed set of users and a delay-tolerant deadline , the expectation of the informed time of each reachable user is equal to the expectation of the shortest time-respecting path length (i.e., distance) from to the considered user on , and the expected number of informed users by is equal to the expected number of reachable users with distances from no larger than on . Proof. For each user , consider its . From the memoryless property of the information diffusion process over the underlying time-varying network , the can be started up at the very beginning of the diffusion process even if becomes informed at some round later. The attempts of to push information to its neighbors will be effective only after its informed time . Going forward with this argument, we can thus let, for each user , the be run at the very beginning and independently of all the other users' coupon collecting processes.
With all processes run till the deadline is reached, their results are then recorded and can be later used for revealing the absolute time stamps of the events that successfully informs its neighbors for the first time within rounds after becomes informed. Therefore, is constructed and contains all the information about the diffusion process over within rounds.
For an arbitrarily given seed set of users, the following arguments are similar to those in .
(18) For an unreachable user , . Therefore, the shortest time-respecting path from to a reachable user is given by the shortest time-respecting path from to with .
A temporal mapping
In the following, we establish a temporal mapping of the diffusion process, and this approach is to construct a directed temporal graph instead of the weighted directed graph constructed by the equivalent-view approach in Section 3.1. A key difference is that the weight on each edge in the temporal graph is absolute time (since the information diffusion process starts up initially), instead of relative time (since the sender becomes informed) in the latter ordinary graph. Suppose that a user attempts to push information to distinct neighbors in a time-varying mobile network at each round , and the pushing process from to its neighbors is termed , which is exactly a generalized time-varying coupon collecting process [19] . In , has different coupons to collect: 1) at round , decides whether to collect coupons with probability ; 2) if has decided to do so, distinct coupons are selected uniformly and independently at random from all coupons; 3) for a certain selected coupon , it is successful to be collected by with probability . In , let denote the set of collected coupons at round ( ); and if no coupon is collected. Given the delay-tolerant deadline , for each user , we independently run till the deadline is reached, and record all the time stamps for each collected coupon at every time when collects it. Therefore, the set of time stamps for a neighbor who has been contacted by can be written as:
.
After all processes are completed, a graph is thus constructed (e.g., see Figure 2 ), where the set of edge weights is i n g u n d i r e c t e d n e t w o r k a t round and a delay-tolerant deadline , let be the solution of the greedy algorithm and be the optimal solution, then . Remark 4: Similar to Remark 2, we have obtained a sub-optimal solution to the TOM problem for mobile networks, i.e., .
IV. PROXIMITY-BASED OFFLOADING: ALGORITHM
In this section, we present the greedy algorithm for the TOM problem. For comparison, we also implement two widely-used heuristic algorithms, along with the random algorithm as baseline.
Greedy algorithm
Given an initial time-varying undirected network at round , a delay-tolerant deadline D and the budgeted size of a seed set , the greedy algorithm chooses each new element with the largest marginal increase in the information diffusion function till is filled in with seed users. The underlying network changes over time according to the mobility model in Section 2.2, and seed users start the information diffusion process according to the GSC model in Section 2.1.
"Algorithm 1" presents the greedy algorithm, where the Monte Carlo method is used to evaluate the average value of by running the diffusion process times. When is a seed set, denotes the number of finally informed users when the information diffusion process runs till the delay-tolerant deadline .
Heuristic strategies
Given an initial time-varying undirected network at round and the budgeted size of a seed set , we want to choose seed users for based on the degree centralities and the distance centralities of all users in . The degree centrality and distance centralthe proof of Proposition 1, and hence omitted. Remark 3: For any sample of the diffusion process, the resulting live diffusion paths from to all the other reachable users on is equal to the shortest time-respecting paths from to those users on .
Submodularity in information diffusion
The following arguments guarantee that a greedy algorithm yields a solution within about 63% of the mobile-case optimal value for the TOM problem. Leveraging the temporal mapping established as above, we have the following Theorem 6. Note that defined in (3) is called information diffusion function.
Theorem 6. Given an initial time-varying undirected network at round and a delay-tolerant deadline , is submodular.
Proof. Recall Proposition 5 and consider the sample space , where each sample specifies one possible realization of . Conditioned upon , define as the number of informed users within rounds when is the seed set. Let denote the set of users that can be reached from a user on with the shortest time-respecting path length no larger than . Hence, is the cardinality of . The following proof of the submodularity is similar to that in Theorem 2, and hence omitted.
Similar to Theorem 4, we have Theorem 7. Theorem 7. Given an initial time-vary- (2) , and the geographic proximity is established using (1).
Diffusion model
Initially, the seed users become informed. At each round , each informed user selects one communication partner (more precisely, ) uniformly and independently at random from its neighbors , and attempts to send its possessed information to this selected partner using proximity-based communication. Note that larger would lead to better offloading performance. We let each informed user contact a neighbor (if ) at each round after 's informed time, and assume a uniform probability to each contact from any user to any neighbor . If is informed and is uninformed, then the probability for to successfully become informed is if selected by as the communication partner. The diffusion process runs till a delay-tolerant deadline , and we call successful probability.
ity-based heuristic algorithms are widely used in social network analysis [37] . The degree centrality of each user in is given by , (22) i.e., is equal to the number of 's neighbors. The degree-centrality algorithm chooses each new element with the largest degree centrality till is filled in with seed users. "Algorithm 2" presents this algorithm.
In particular, we assume at round is connected for the distance-centrality algorithm. The distance centrality of each user in is given by ,
where is the number of hops on the shortest path from to and . The distance-centrality algorithm chooses each new element with the smallest distance centrality till is filled in with seed users. "Algorithm 3" presents this algorithm.
Random choice
The random algorithm chooses distinct seed users uniformly at random from all the involved users. Though this algorithm is simple, it can still efficiently offload much traffic from cellular networks.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In this section, we carry out experiments to study the offloading performance of our approach.
Setup
Network topology
Static networks are generated using random geometric graph [34] . In the random geometric graph constructed on the square, the number of users is and the connectivity radius is , which guarantees that is connected with high probability [34] . In the following, we term this network . Mobile networks are generated using the set size is 15. Besides, we see that the cellular traffic load decreases with the delay-tolerant deadline, i.e., more traffic can be offloaded from cellular networks if users are willing to tolerate longer delay. Figure 5 presents the traffic load over cellular networks for different successful probabilities 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2, where the delay-tolerant deadline is 50 and the seed set size ranges from 0 to 30. As shown in Figure  5 , the greedy algorithm reduces the amount of traffic load by up to 95% when the successful probability is 0.2; when the successful probability is decreased to 0.05, the traffic load can be still reduced by up to 33%. Besides, we see that the cellular traffic load decreases with the successful probability, i.e., more traffic can be offloaded from cellular networks if users have stronger social participation to share their information to others. Besides, we see that the cellular traffic load decreases and then increases with the seed set size when the successful probability is 0.2. The reasons are: 1) when the seed set size is small, the number of users informed by their neighbors through proximity-based communication is small and thus a large number of users need to be directly served by cellular networks; 2) when the seed set size is large, the traffic load reduced through proximity-based communication is smaller than the cellular traffic load that increases along with the seed set size. Figure 6 compares the offloading performances of the greedy, degree-centrality, distance-centrality and random algorithms. The delay-tolerant deadline is 50, the successful probability is 0.1 and the seed set size ranges from 0 to 30. In order to compare the offloading performance of the greedy algorithm with the other algorithms, consider the relative offloading benefit as performance benchmark, which is given by , (24) where is the seed set selected by the greedy algorithm, is the seed set selected by some algorithm, and defined in (4) is the expected amount of traffic load reduced from cellular networks with seed set .
Offloading performance in static networks
For the static-network scenarios, we evaluate the offloading performance in Figures 4-6 , where a horizontal dotted line is used to represent the amount of cellular traffic load without offloading, which is equal to the total number of users in . Figure 4 presents the traffic load over cellular networks for different delay-tolerant deadlines 25, 50, and 75, where the successful probability is 0.1 and the seed set size ranges from 0 to 30. As shown in Figure 4 , the greedy algorithm reduces the amount of traffic load by 61% when the deadline is 50 and the seed cally changes with users moving, exactly as predicted in [15] that mobility increases the capacity of ad-hoc wireless networks. Besides, we see that the relative offloading benefit of the greedy algorithm to the random algorithm decreases with the mobility radius; for example, when the seed set size is 15, the relative offloading benefit is 19%, 18%, 11%, 4% for , respectively. The reason is that the selected seed users, either by the greedy algorithm or by the random algorithm, are prone to propagate the information to larger regions in the underlying network as the mobility radius increases.
As shown in Figure 6 , the greedy algorithm outperforms the random algorithm by 19%, the high-degree algorithm by 72%, and the distance-centrality algorithm by 147%, in terms of the relative offloading benefit. For the TOM problem, the greedy algorithm leveraging the dynamics of the information diffusion in the network behaves much better than the centrality-based heuristic algorithms relying only on structural properties of the network. The reason lies in the fact that many of the most central users (with high degree centralities or low distance centralities) are clustered so that selecting all of them is unnecessary. Besides, we see that the random algorithm outperforms both these two heuristic algorithms as well, the reason is that the underlying network is a random geometric graph and the random algorithm eventually selects some seed users who have high power to cause a large information diffusion in separate clusters, i.e., in different regions over the square.
Offloading performance in mobile networks
For the mobile-network scenarios, we evaluate the offloading performance of the greedy and random algorithms in Figure 7 , where a horizontal dotted line represents the amount of cellular traffic load without offloading. Note that stands for the static-network scenario. We do not present the heuristic algorithms, but still take the random algorithm as baseline. Besides, the offloading performance with different delay-tolerant deadlines and successful probabilities has similar trend similar to the static-network scenarios, and hence omitted. Figure 7 presents the offloading performance of the greedy and random algorithms, and Figure 8 magnifies the curves for the greedy algorithm, where the delay-tolerant deadline is 50 and the successful probability is 0.1. We see that the offloading performance in mobile networks becomes better as the mobility radius increases from to . The reason lies in the fact that informed users have high chances to inform those uninformed users when the network topology dynami- 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN ISSUES
In this paper, we have developed a theoretical framework to study the issue of selecting only seed users for traffic offloading via proximity-based communication. We have introduced a GSC model to model the information diffusion process, capturing the epidemic-like nature of proximity-based communication and characterizes users' social participation as well. In addition, we have established an equivalent view and a temporal mapping of the diffusion process for static and mobile networks, respectively, leveraging virtual coupon collectors. Furthermore, we have proved the submodularity in information diffusion and proposed a greedy algorithm to choose the seed users for traffic offloading, which yields a solution within about 63% of the optimal value to the TOM problem. In addition, we have carried out experiments to study the offloading performance of our approach, demonstrating that the greedy algorithm significantly outperforms the heuristic and random algorithms, proximity-based communication can offload cellular traffic by over 60% with a small number of seed users and user mobility can help further reduce cellular load.
In addition, several open issues have not been addressed: 1) how to leverage proximity-based communication so as to achieve low 
